Welcome Message from Congress Chair

Dear Friends,

On behalf of the AOCC2016 organizing committee, I am delighted to welcome you to the 6th Asia Oceania Camping Congress in Tokyo, Japan. Embracing much from other countries, the camping culture of Japan has been built up uniquely. I am sure the international exchange enriches the camping culture of each country. The AOCC2016 will be a new place of learning and encounter for the camping community of the world. We look forward to welcoming you to AOCC2016, an inspiring and enjoyable program in Tokyo.

Toshio Hoshino
Congress Chair of AOCC2016 / President of National Camping Association of Japan

Message from AOCF Chair

2016 is the 50th anniversary year of the National Camping Association of Japan. Japan is a founding member country of both the International Camping Fellowship, and the Asia and Oceanic Camping Fellowship. I hope you will join me and hundreds of your camping friends and colleagues, from Asia and from right around the World at the 6th Asia and Oceanic Camping Congress in Tokyo from October 28 2016. You will get to make and renew many friendships, and have the opportunity to learn about the dynamism and outreach of camping in Japan and in many of the diverse and rapidly developing countries of Asia.

This is an event you should not miss!

Bill Oakley
Australia,
Chairman, Asia Oceania Camping Fellowship